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Abstract

Abstract

With increasing demands from customers, companies face the challenges of
shortening the new product development (NPD) period, reducing development
cost and increasing development efficiency. High quality and efficiency of NPD can
increase the chance for companies to be competitive on the market. Forming up
cross-functional teams becomes a popular way of maximizing the knowledge then
increase the development quality and efficiency. However, it is challenging to
integrate the resources from different functions and even more challenging when
the resources are from different countries. To overcome the integration challenges
can increase the efficiency of NPD projects therefore finally win global market
shares. This study’s purpose is to identify and analyze integration challenges
experienced by a verification team involved in global NPD and to suggest how
those challenges can be managed by answering two research questions: 1) What are
the integration challenges with the current work process encountered by the global
verification team? 2) How can the integration challenges be met in the improved
work process? The case study is used as the research method in order to get deep
insight of the challenges that a global verification team faces. VSM Group AB, an
international leading sewing company is selected as the case company. The case
team, a global verification team locates both in Sweden and China, plays the role of
verification work within NPD process. The case team verifies the design and new
products in the process. Through interviews, observation and literature reviews,
the challenges in this global verification team are identified. It is found that the case
team needs to overcome language barriers, culture difference, task planning and
formalization and standardization on work performance during integration. Based
on the investigations, a set of solutions are proposed in the end to meet the
challenges. These solutions are an improved work process, work performance
system, training program and uniformed documentation. These proposals are
inspired by the integration mechanisms such as formalization and standardization,
special reports etc and then fit them into the case team context. By simulation and
evaluation the solutions within the global verification team, the feedback on the
proposals helped for improvement. This case study at VSM is an empirical example
of implementation of integration mechanisms into a real life context.
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Introduction

In this chapter, the background of this study is introduced and challenges in
the case company is briefly described. Furthermore, the problem area and
research questions are introduced. In the end the delimitations and outline of
this report are presented.

1.1 Background
The changing market requires companies to develop new products with latest designs
in a shorter period. It demands companies to have high product development abilities
to satisfy market needs. Therefore new product development (NPD) is critical for
companies’ growth and economic development (Yoon, Lee, Lee. & Yoon, 2015). It is
valuable to invest on developing NPD processes to improve NPD quality and then
provide competitive advantage (Berlin, 2004). In order to design suitable NPD
processes for companies, researchers have developed models as reference.
NPD process models are regarded as guidelines for NPD process design which can be
implemented in any size of companies (Yoon et al, 2015). They can secure the quality
and reduce the risks in NPD processes (Yoon et al, 2015). NPD process models are
defined as development processes to imply systematic product development activities.
The detailed contents of the models reflect the characteristics of each NPD process
(Yoon et al, 2015). When NPD processes are designed, companies normally implement
them into NPD projects. That means, each NPD project follows certain NPD processes
used in the companies.
NPD projects require many resources especially knowledge from different functions in
companies (Rebecca & Kwaku, 2011). Thus, cross-functional teams are formed up for
maximizing the benefits from team members’ expertise knowledge (Rebecca & Kwaku,
2011). Forming up integrated teams for NPD projects becomes popular in many
companies (Rebecca & Kwaku, 2011) while it is challenging when integrating the team
members. In a global context, the integration in cross-functional teams is even more
challenging. Integration is defined as a process of involving information exchange and
cooperation or collaboration (Vandevelde, Van, Clarysse & Dkere, 2002). Integration
challenges within a global development team are from different cultures, language
barriers and physical distance (Wlazlak, 2016, Joshi & Lazarova, 2005). Here, a global
development team is defined as the development team members are from multinationalities and multi-cultures, very often dispersing in multi-locations (Earley &
Gibson, 2002; Hannerz, 2003). Global development teams are organized to work on
common tasks or goals interdependently (Earley & Gibson, 2002, Joshi & Lazarova,
2005). In order to overcome the integration challenges within global development
teams, researchers developed integration mechanisms (Wlazlak, 2016). Integration
mechanisms are for example group meetings, integrators, planning, formalization and
standardization etc (Wlazlak, 2016). They can overcome different integration
challenges in global development team. For example, integrators can balance the
unequal expectation caused by different cultures, and planning is to realize common
targets on time, resources and budget ect (Wlazlak, 2016). Some companies set up an
integrator to smoothen the integration between development and production teams.
The integrator can be a team who plays the role of verifying the design during NPD
projects for turn over the design to production in the end of NPD projects. Researchers
propose to implement integration mechanisms differently based on the development
context (Vandevelde et al, 2002).
5
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1.2 Problem area
NPD requires a lot of resources to execute NPD projects (Rebecca & Kwaku, 2011).
Rebecca & Kwaku (2011) claim that expertise knowledge is the core of the resource
requirements. To maximize the expertise knowledge within an organization, forming
up cross-functional teams are commonly used in NPD projects. However it is
challenging to integrate the functions, such as production and development teams
because of different targets of each function in a NPD project. It is necessary to set up
a verification team as an integrator for smoothening the integration between
development and production. Moreover, the complexity of integration is increased
when the verification team is formed up in a global context which contains sub teams
locates in different countries. There are needs of implementing integration mechanism
to overcome integration challenges from companies who set up such integrator teams
locating in different countries.
VSM Group AB is a world leading sewing machine producer. It is a technique driven
company which has high demands on NPD. NPD project quality and efficiency is highly
required from them. While the unsatisfied integration between development and
production effects on the performance of NPD projects. The integration is done by the
verification team who does design and product verification during NPD projects and
plays a role as integrator between development in Sweden and production in China.
Their verification work is shared by two sub verification teams, Swedish lab and
Chinese lab within NPD projects. Due to integration challenges between Swedish lab
and Chinese lab, their effectiveness is not satisfied. Their performance influenced the
time to market of each development project. There is a need from VSM Group AB to
investigate the challenges in the verification team and propose some improvement
solutions.

1.3 Purpose and research questions
The purpose of this study is to identify and analyze integration challenges experienced
by the global verification team involved in global NPD and to suggest how those
challenges can be managed:
Q1: What are the integration challenges with the current work process encountered by
the global verification team?
The current work process is in an improvise manner. Extra communication is needed
to clarify the information in the process which cause the integration between two sub
verification teams inefficiently. It is valuable to investigate the challenges with the
work process during the integration in the global verification team.
Q2: How can the integration challenges be met in the improved work process?
By identifying the integration challenges from Q1, propose a solution to improve the
work process and to smoothen the integration in the global verification team. The
solutions are implementation of integration mechanisms which are suitable for
overcoming the integration challenges in the global verification team at VSM Group
AB.
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1.4 Delimitations
This study will be executed within the context of two sub verification teams, locating
in Chinese and Swedish in the NPD process in VSM Group AB. It is a specific global
verification team playing role in product development process. The solutions proposed
for VSM Group AB may not be suitable for all similar global teams as integrator
between development and production. For example, other global teams located in
other European cities, they might have less challenges about culture difference
comparing to Asian and Sweden. Or the company is in high-technology field, certain
challenges can be more obvious than the ones identified in this global verification team
in VSM Group AB. Moreover, because of limited study time, the proposed solution can
only improve part of their work process related to verification work other than covers
all work these two sub verification teams involved. Therefore there will be limited
influence on work effectiveness in the global verification team by the solutions.

1.5 Outline
The following report starts from theories used for data collection and analysis (chapter
2). There are two theories areas are introduced in Chapter 2, NPD process and models
(chapter 2.1) and integration in global teams (Chapter 2.2). Chapter 3 introduces the
study method and implementation. The global verification team in VSM Group AB is
introduced. The case study, observation and literature review practiced in this study is
elaborated in Chapter 3. The findings and analysis in this study are elaborated in
Chapter 4. In this chapter, the findings from global verification team and the
organization structure of these two sub verification teams are elaborated.
Furthermore, Chapter 4 explains how the researches questions are answered and the
proposed solutions to overcome the integration challenges are presented. In Chapter
5, reflection about the research methods, findings are elaborated. The report
conclusion is presented in the end of Chapter 5.
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2

Theoretical background

In the chapter, the theories involved in this study are introduced. They are
used to carry out investigation and analysis.

2.1 NPD Process and Models

2.1.1

NPD Process

NPD is critical for a company to win the market competition and earn the customers.
NPD success decides the benefits of development investment in a company. It is
worthwhile to investigate the way of achieving successful NPD. Researchers have
investigated the challenges on NPD. From company strategy point of view, it is a
challenge for managers to translate market/customers’ needs into products (Ulrich &
Eppinger, 2012; Tzokas, Hultink & Hart, 2004). The market demands and customers’
needs should be translated into technical specification which can be reached and
developed. Understand correctly from the customer and translated accurately into
technical information is challenging. Not only this, the dynamic of internal and
external environment makes identification of demands from customers and market
more challenging (Arie & Yoram, 2011; Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012). Internal dynamic
environment causes from knowledge evolvement during development processes (Arie
& Yoram, 2011). For example, an idea for a new function can be evolved into another
solution because of limitation from material or manufacturing ability. These kinds of
changes can lead the original product concept to a different product design in the end.
On the other hand, external environment dynamic refers to the changes from customer
demands, competitor development pace, technology evolvement and macro
economical condition etc (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012). They are dynamically changing
within a NPD period which is out of the control of an individual company. It can
influence the market demands the new product targeting at and effect on the success
of NPD. Therefore control the development time is critical for NPD. Furthermore,
from management point of view, a large demand of resources (eg: personnel, talent)
and highly required team spirit (eg: team members are motivated and cooperative.)
makes successful NPD challenging (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012). Personnel and talent
involvement influences on the development period and efficiency. Short development
period and high efficiency can lower development cost. In short, accurately
interpreting market needs, controlling development period and managing resources
are challenging (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012; Tzokas, Hultink & Hart, 2004).
In order to increase success rate of NPD, NPD process is regarded as a tool of product
realization (Tzokas, Hultink & Hart, 2004). NPD processes are a set of activities or
steps to realize new concepts into products or new technologies (Arie & Yoram, 2011;
Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012). These activities can be in sequence and logically connected
(Arie & Yoram, 2011; Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012). Activities in NPD processes are not
only physical movements but mostly are intellectual (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012).
Dependent on products and projects types in their context, companies follow different
NPD processes (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012). These processes can be categorized by the
types of products as following: market-pull, technology-pushed, platform, processintensive, customized, high risk, quick-built and complex system (Ulrich & Eppinger,
2012).
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2.1.2

NPD process model

It is widely believed that NPD activities should in steps and proceed in sequence to
achieve high development quality. As discussed in 2.1.1, managers should design NPD
processes differently based on product types. Researchers have developed NPD
process models for managers to refer to. NPD process models were designed for
different products, eg, stage-gate model for industrial products, spiral model for
software etc (Arie & Yoram, 2011; Cooper, 1990). The focus of the processes models
evolved from focus on technical development to system life cycle including technical
and non-technical factors (Arnold & Lawson, 2004), eg, ISO 15288 etc. These models
include all stakeholders and activities in a NPD process. They take business, technical
development and project management into account.

Generic NPD process

In general, NPD processes can be summarized into a generic 6-phase-processes:
planning, concept development, system-level design, detailed design, testing and
refinement and productikon ramp up (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012) (Figure 1).

Planning

Conccept
Development

System Level
Design

Detail
Design

Testing and
Refinement

Production
Ramp Up

Figure 1 Generic NPD process (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012)

Generic NPD process is regarded that it derives from “Stage-Gate system” in 90s last
century (Tzokas et al, 2004). “Stage-Gate system” was developed in order to control
the quality through each gate passing after each stage of the NPD process (Tzokas et
al, 2004). In the end of each stage, a gate need to be proved. Each gate is used at the
time an important decision should be made according to the results of past stage. The
gate is a review for control the quality of the past stages and trigger the next stage in
the process. By using this concept, the development quality is controlled and the
investment is secured. Additionally, development of some new products which do not
exist in the market before, face more challenges of matching technologies with market
(Veryzer, 1998). The development process can be different from the generic process
both in sequence and focus (Veryzer, 1998).

Standard NPD Process Model and ISO 15288

A standard NPD process model was developed from a study of 21 processes and 142
best practices based on value chain concept. The best practice is a technique for
companies to implement the process (Subra, 2000). They can be used as benchmarks
for each process in standard NPD process (Subra, 2000). 142 best practices are divided
into each process in this model. The sequence of best practice is developed through
“Plan-Do-Check-Action” (PDCA) cycle (Subra, 2000).
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The author names the model as standard R&D process model. Since in this report, R&D
is regarded as the same as NPD. In order to align the terms used in this report,
“Standard R&D Process Model” is changed to be Standard NPD Process Model.
This Standard NPD Process Model is divided into two levels, organizational level and
project level (Subra, 2000). There are 3 processes within these 2 levels: organizational
process, supportive process, and fulfillment process (Subra, 2000). It can be visualized
as figure 2. According to the report, this model can be implemented in wide range of
industries, for example electrical industry, software industry, motor vehicle and
chemical industry etc. Furthermore, according to the report, the standard NPD process
model can also be used as a process assessment method (Subra, 2000).

Organizational Level

Organizational Process
NPD planning,
Organizational
Performance, HR,
Quality management
etc.

Project Level

Suportive Process
Project Planning,
Collaboration
Management,Gate
assessment etc.

Fulfillment Process

Concept modeling,
Design, Prototype,
etc.

Figure 2 Standard NPD Process Model (Subra, 2000)

ISO/IEC 15288: 2008 is an international system life cycle process standard (Arnold &
Lawson, 2004). It was developed from a technical focused system process to a business
and organization systems involved standard. This standard uses systematic concept to
standardize the processes throughout life cycle period (Arnold & Lawson, 2004).
Ultimately, the organization can use this standard to develop satisfied products and
service to customers in the markets (Arnold & Lawson, 2004).
ISO/IEC 15288: 2008 is in emphasis of technical development and includes as many
as elements in a systematic concept (Arnold & Lawson, 2004). It is a process model
which can be used for NPD process design in order to align with company’s goal and
strategy. Reversely, by implementing the processes in the standard, technical language
can be translated to different stakeholders internally and externally (Arnold & Lawson,
2004). This international standard processes model is divided into four categories:
organizational project-enabling processes, technical processes, project processes and
agreement processes (Arnold & Lawson, 2004).
Both standard NPD process model and ISO 15288: 2008 include technical process and
management process. Organizational management process and project management
processes are designed separately in both models. Organizational management system
is regarded as an effect on the quality of NPD. They should be concerned during
development process design. Organizational management is on a holistic view of an
organization which is decided by the top management in the companies. As for a team
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level, there is limited influence on that part, while some of the processes can be aligned
in team level as well, for example, human resources management process, quality
management process and performance management process etc. On the other hand,
project management processes are the main processes in both models. Supportive
process together with fulfillment process are under project management processes in
Standard NPD process model, and Project Processes in ISO 15288 contains all main
development processes in NPD projects. They both can be used as reference for
managers to design a NPD process and practices it in different NPD projects. In team
level, they also can be used as inspiration on managing the work process. For example,
doing gate assessment (figure 2) for each work step to control the work quality in the
team and collaboration management (figure 2) to increase the work efficiency in the
cross-functional team especially in a global context.

2.2 Integration in Global Verification Team

2.2.1

Global verification team

Global is regarded as connection among multi-sites or multi-locations (Hannerz
2003,; Falzon, 2009; Marcus, 1995 and Upadhya, 2008). A global team, also called
multi-national or multi-culture team, is formed by team members from different
nationalities sharing common tasks and goals, very often located in multi-sites (Earley
& Gibson, 2002; Joshi & Lazarova, 2005). A verification team, is regarded as an
integrator between development and production within a NPD project to mutualize the
understanding and targets. Therefore, a global verification team in this study can be
defined as a verification team consisting with team members from multi-nationalities,
sharing common goals for NPD projects and locating in multi-sites. The common goals
in the global verification team is to verify design and product in NPD projects for mass
production in the end.

2.2.2

Integration

Integration is defined as the processes involving information exchange and
collaboration or cooperation (Vandevelde et al, 2002). Here, the information exchange
aims to change the perception and behavior, meanwhile support decision-making
(Wlazlak, 2016). In global development projects, information exchange is used to
share NPD related information (eg: project goals, customer requirements etc.), and
expertise knowledge (Hirunyawipada, et al, 2010). The expertise knowledge is defined
as “is acquired by and stored within individuals in highly specialized form” (Baxter &
Szwejczewski, 2014, p409). The integration of expertise knowledge can improve
performance of NPD projects, by increasing effectiveness and product performance,
reducing development project delays (Baxter & Szwejczewski, 2014). On the other
hand, cooperation within integration means that multi-functions or teams work in a
shared process and resources for a common target (Kahn, 1996). Kahn (1996) claims
that cooperation among multi-functions or teams plays a key role to achieve success in
NPD projects. Therefore to increase the effectiveness of information exchange and
cooperation among functions or teams is important to achieve successful NPD projects
11
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(Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012; Nihtilä, 1999). In another word, integration in global
verification team is critical for NPD projects. Take the integration between production
and development teams as an example, they should work together throughout NPD
projects to increase the chance of NPD success (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012; Nihtilä,
1999). Because production cost is a key factor which decides product cost, it is valuable
to consider production cost even during early stage of development process in order to
benefit NPD success (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012). Throughout NPD projects, integration
between production and development teams is needed in order to shorten the
transition time to production by the end of NPD projects (Nihtilä, 1999). Therefore
verification team plays an important role to smoothen the integration between
production and development teams in NPD projects. Such integration among different
functions for NPD projects should be considered among marketing, sales, procurement
and development teams. Furthermore, there are plenty of challenges should be
overcome during integration which researchers have investigated.

2.2.3

Culture difference

In a global verification team, conflicts can be caused by culture difference, language
barriers and physical distance comparing to a local cross-functional team (Wlazlak,
2016; Salomon et al, 2010).
Culture is defined as a patterned ways of thinking, feeling, and reacting, acquired and
transmitted mainly by symbols, constituting the distinctive achievements of human
groups (Kluckhohn, 1951, p86). Culture difference, in national wide, reflects in unequal
expectation from members of a global verification team. Team members coming from
high-context countries can deliver information in implicit way which is unequal to the
expectation of team members from low-context countries. High-context or low-context
is about the level of expected information concerning an issue (Hall & Reed, 1990).
Team members from high-context countries expect to interpret the information
together with the person’s background and environment etc. Further discussion about
the information is expected by team members from high-context countries. On the
other hand, team members from low-context countries expect explicit information
which includes the person’s background or environment information. The difference
between low-context and high-context countries can cause big challenges during
communication (Hall & Reed, 1990). Furthermore, power distance is identified as one
of culture dimensions according to Wlazlak (2016). Power distance relates much with
status and rank in a group (Wlazlak, 2016). The unequal acceptance based on the status
and rank in the group is found in high power distance group. Face concept in Asian
countries is related to the power distance which influence the communication within
the group (Wlazlak, 2016). Loose face is regarded as being unable to match status and
role the group member plays. Based on the face concept, communication between team
members with different status are widely effected. On the other hand, countries with
low power distance have less influence of the status of team members. A global
verification team with team members from different national cultures causes
challenges during integration.
Culture difference is not only at the perspective of national culture, but also in range
of function, expertise knowledge and organization (Hofstede & Bond, 1988). That
means different functions, expertise fields and organizations have different ways of
expression and information delivery. Within specific function/ expertise field/
organization, some fixed terms or names can be understood freely while difficult for
12
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the persons from outside. It can cause misunderstanding and extra clarification during
integration. Furthermore, team members in strong organizational culture have strong
agreement of the common goals for the organizations (Sørensen, 2002). It is easier to
achieve performance control, cooperation and work motivation (Sørensen, 2002).
Within different organizations, strategies and goals varies which can form up different
organizational cultures. Therefore NPD projects team members from different
organizations can have different ways of work and are motivated by different factors.
Similarly, expertise and functional culture difference can hinder the integration.
Particularly, different goals and focus of production and development team make the
integration in NPD projects challenging. For example, development team focus on the
new product knowledge development while production focus on production process
and volume of products etc (Vandevelde & Van Dierdonck, 2003; Wlazlak, 2016). The
unaligned goals of two functions challenges the integration within NPD projects. In the
global context, culture difference due to different expertise, organization and function
causes integration challenging.

2.2.4

Language barrier

Language barrier is a challenge causing misunderstanding, frustration and extended
communication (Stephan W. C & Stephan G. W, 2002). It is impossible for team
members to exchange information and cooperate without common language.
Language barrier hampers the information delivery and understanding. When
misunderstanding taken place, extended communication is needed to clarify the
messages, thus, cause frustration in the end (Wlazlak, 2016; Mattock, 2003). It can
influence on information exchange efficiency and will of communication (McDaniel &
Samovar, 2015; Axelson, 2008). The language barrier also can refer to variant ways of
expressions because of different contexts and expertise (McDough, Kahn & Barczaka,
2001). Short terms or slangs and some special names are normally found in specific
functions or expertise fields according to (Wlazlak, 2016). The special language terms
within functions and expertise fields are regarded as efficient way of expression and
information delivery while it can cause misunderstanding between different functions
and expertise in a NPD team (Vandevelde & Van Dierdonck, 2003). Particularly,
production and development team have language barriers during integration.
Production use technical information in more details comparing to development team
does which Vandevelde & Van Dierdonck (2003) claim. Development team can
understand abstract information which makes less sense for production team
members (Vandevelde & Van Dierdonck, 2003). It can cause misunderstanding and
frustration when communicating during NPD projects. Language barriers both from
different countries and functions/expertise fields/organizations make integration in
global verification teams challenging.

2.2.5

Physical distance

Multi-sites in a global verification team hampers instant message delivery and team
members’ relationship. It causes the information delay and postpone of decision
making (Wlazlak, 2016). It is aligned with the findings from some studies. Allen,
Tomlin & Hauptman (2008) proves that team members from different sites seldom
communicate. Even within same site, same building or same floor, the communication
among the team highly relied on the linkage of the needs from NPD projects (Allen,
13
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Tomlin & Hauptman, 2008). Moreover, physical distance hinders to build up
necessary intimacy between team members which effect on effectiveness of
cooperation as well (Wlazlak, 2016; Joshi & Lazarova, 2005). Allen (2004) claims that
physical distance influence the integration in the NPD team strongly. The closer
distance between team members, the more wills to communicate with each other.
Frequent communication increase the intimacy among the team members which
enhance the integration in global verification team. In another word, physical distance
negatively effect on the integration in global verification team.

2.2.6

Integration mechanism

Integration challenges presented above in global verification team effects on the
information flow and project effectiveness. Researchers have developed managerial
solutions to overcome these challenges in NPD projects in global context. These
managerial solutions are normally called as integration mechanisms in related
literature. Integration mechanism is used to facilitate integration in an organization
(Galbraith, 1973; Lawrence & Lorsch, 1986). By using integration mechanisms, the
information richness are increased, multi-functions are linked together, integration
challenges are overcome (Wlazlak, 2016). To achieve integration in global verification
team, plenty of mechanisms can be used such as standardization and formalization,
mutual adjustment etc according to the summary from Nihtilä (1999).
Wlazlak (2016) summarizes integration mechanisms into group meetings, integrators,
direct contact, planning, special reports, formalization and standardization. Group
meetings are used for information exchange to get mutual target and understanding;
integrators play a role of balance the unequal expectation causing by culture difference;
direct contact is used to overcome the distance barriers in global verification team;
planning is to design a guidance for controlling time, resources and budget etc within
global verification team; special report is used for clarify certain issue in development
projects; formalization and standardization aim to set up regulation in order to form
specific global verification team culture (Wlazlak, 2016). Wlazlak (2016) recommends
on implementing several mechanisms during integration processes. In general, these
mechanisms are used in different aspects of NPD projects to get common
understanding, aligned goals and information by standardization and formalization
thus reduce and overcome the difference and barriers during integration.
Especially, the principal integration mechanisms of expertise knowledge are setting
rules & procedures and making routines of information exchange (Gant, 1996). Setting
rules & procedures is regarded as a critical formal mechanism which plays a role of
direction from organizational level (Baxter & Szwejczewski, 2014). On the other hand,
making routines of information exchange is regarded as an informal mechanisms to
increase the will of exchange of expertise knowledge within NPD projects (Baxter &
Szwejczewski, 2014).
Cooperation during integration in global verification team can be supported by IT
tools, such as common communication platform etc (Oscar & Karim, 1999).
Additionally, cooperation is affected by the relationship among the team members
(Baxter & Szwejczewski, 2014). With proper level of intimacy in the team, the will of
participation and contribution for development projects is increased (Heavey &
Murphy, 2012). On the other hand, the over intimacy relationship among team
members increases the needs of maintaining relationship and agreement which is not
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on behalf of contribution on development purpose (Bateman, Griffin & Rubinstein,
1987). Furthermore, a global development project leader can consider risk assessment
from the team members to motivate cooperation (Heavey & Murphy, 2012). Each team
member assesses the cooperation risk according to the project leader’s behaviors and
individual abilities by perceiving the situation. When cooperation risk is perceived as
low, team members choose to cooperate (Heavey & Murphy, 2012). Thus, a global
development project leader should influence team members by proper behaviors and
design low risk tasks for team members, or improve team members’ abilities to
motivate the cooperation among the team.

2.3 Summary
This chapter begins from introduction of NPD process and NPD process model. NPD
process can organize development activities in sequence therefore increase the chance
of NPD success. In order to design an efficient NPD process, NPD process models can
give managers some guidance. According to generic NPD process, standard NPD
process model and ISO 15288:2008, elements for managers to consider when
designing NPD process cover both organizational level and project level. It is found
that project management process is the main focus in these models. Furthermore,
integration among global verification teams is explored. Global verification team is
defined as team members from multi-nationalities, sharing common tasks and goals
in NPD projects, locating in multi-sites. Information exchange and collaboration or
cooperation are 2 dimensions in integration. Culture difference, language barriers and
physic distance make integration in global verification teams challenging. Different
interpretation of messages from team members from multi-national/expertise fields/
organization backgrounds can cause extra communication or frustration.
Consequently, conflicts take place in a global verification team which leads to lack of
trust. The physical distance which causes the information delivery delay and lack of
intimacy in the team reduce the will of cooperation. Particularly, the integration
between development team and production is regarded to be important to shorten the
NPD project time and production cost. In order to have a smooth integration in global
verification team, project leaders should aware of different integration mechanisms
such as standardization, formalization and mutual adjustment etc. The project leaders
should be able to recruit qualified expertise from different functions in the company,
form a team with proper intimate level and motivate members to contribute for the
global development projects. By the support of IT tools and consideration of team
member’s perception of risk when cooperation is required, global development project
leaders should set up rules and procedures and practice it in routines. Combining
different integration mechanisms can smoothen integration in global verification
teams.
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3

Method and implementation

This section presents how the study was carried out. The research strategy is
outlined, including data collection and analysis. Moreover, a discussion about
validity and reliability is presented.

3.1 Research strategy: case study
Case study is suitable for the investigation when the theories in the field have not been
implemented in real-life context (Yin, 2013). This study aims to investigate the
integration challenges in real life. Explore how the challenges be overcome by implying
the theories. Then, improve a new work process based on the learning from welldeveloped theories in real context. Therefore case study is a suitable research strategy
for the investigation and theory development purpose in this study. Single case was
designed to implement in this case study. Single case study can be used when the case
company fits all context requirements for the study and deep insights from real life
case are needed to get conclusion (Williamson, 2002). In this study, a case company is
expected to have high demands on NPD. Their NPD is expected to be organized in
projects and their development processes should be completed by global teams. VSM
Group AB, part of SVP Worldwide is selected as the case company. VSM Group AB is
responsible for the product development for top segments in their product families.
The laboratory team is selected as the case team who works as a verification function
within NPD process, sits both in China and Sweden. It is the unit of analysis of this
study. Research questions decide the level and scope of unit of analysis (Miles &
Huberman, 1984). The unit of analysis is related to definitions of research questions
(Yin, 2013). VSM Group AB is obligated for NPD of the product groups and organize
NPD in projects. Meanwhile, the verification team is a global team who complete the
tasks within NPD projects by cooperating with Sweden and China. Therefore, the
verification team in VSM Group AB is selected for this study fitting all the context
requirements.

3.2 Case Company and Case Team
VSM Group AB is a sewing machine producer which called Husqvarna Sewing
Machines before. It has produced sewing machines for over 140 years. Its brands are
famous as smart sewing machines. Since 2006, VSM Group AB was acquired and
merged with brand Singer and formed a group company SVP Worldwide. There are
around 2,500 employees in total working for SVP Worldwide, while there are about 70
employees in VSM Group AB in Huskvarna, Sweden.
The case team is part of VSM Group AB and factory in China, working within NPD
process. They are doing verification work both in Sweden and China. In this case the
Swedish part is called Swedish lab, while Chinese part is called Chinese lab. They are
together concerning as a global verification team in this study. Swedish lab and
Chinese lab share the verification work. Swedish lab, sitting together with NPD team
in Huskvarna, Sweden, works actively for design verification during first steps of NPD
process. Chinese lab, locating at the factory in Shanghai, China, works actively for
products verification before mass production in factory and a small part of design
verification. Swedish lab assigns verification work to Chinese lab during NPD process,
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which means they work together to carry out testing tasks and improve the design. In
addition, Chinese lab verifies the machines from Original Equipment Manufacturer
(OEM) and problems shooting for production line. In this study, the verification work
for OEM or problem shooting for production line are not taken into account. Moreover,
Chinese lab itself is an international team whose team members are from China and
Japan. The verification team works with multi-tasks and in a multi-culture
environment. They have some difficulties on integration between Swedish and Chinese
lab. Misunderstanding, frustration and mistakes are taken place frequently which
effect on effectiveness and performance of NPD projects. Therefore, VSM Group AB
has a need to investigate the integration challenges in the team and find a solution to
increase the effectiveness and improve their performance. This is aligned with the
purpose of this study which leads to study result and benefits the case company as well.

3.3 Data collection techniques

3.3.1

Literature review

In a case study, a comprehensive literature analysis can help to scope the study and
design the research (Williamson, 2002). Through literature review, the study area is
narrowed down. In order to investigate the challenges in the case team in the case
company, it is a method to learn from literature in the field on similar problems and
offer different perspectives. It also helps to give a complete concept when proposing
solutions.
The study field targeted at NPD from the beginning. Literature reviews were designed
to investigate the development history of NPD. The literature search key words were
“product development” / “new product development” / “product realization”. They
were searched in Primo, Scopus and Google Scholar. From the searched literature, it
was found that NPD process were evolved into NPD process models. In addition, it was
found that different names were used in the literature about product development and
NPD. Some researchers use innovation and some others use R&D instead. These 2
words are similar to NPD and product development. Therefore, R&D and innovation
were added into search key words. They were searched in the same databases. It was
found that NPD process models and R&D models were developed for designing NPD
processes or R&D processes.
Project management is found as a focus in NPD or R&D process models which is
regarded to be valuable to study on especially. Therefore, it leads to literature search
in the field of project management. “Project management” / “project success” / “new
product development project” were selected as the research key words in the database
Primo, Scopus and Google Scholar.
Through exploring NPD project management in the database, more and more focus on
complex situation in cross-functional and global project management were noticed. It
leads to research field of cross-functional and global project management. The
literature research key words were selected as “cross-functional team management”/
“global development project management” in Primo, Scopus and Google Scholar. From
the exploration, it was found that integration is developed to deal with global
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development team management. The integration mechanism is developed to overcome
the challenges during integration. Therefore, search key words were selected as
“integration in global verification team” in Primo, Scopus and Google Scholar.
After the search in the field of NPD/NPD process models, project management, global
development project and integration/integration mechanism, it was found that there
is a lack of implementation studies on integration mechanisms in real context. There
is a need to prove some integration mechanisms can be successfully implemented in
certain context. From then, the study scope was defined as “improve work process for
global verification team”. Combined the needs from the verification team in VSM
Group AB, the research questions were identified as investigate and analyze the
integration challenges in the team and propose an improved work process to overcome
the challenges in the end. In addition to scope the research, literature review helped to
design the investigation, including interview questions and solution proposal.

3.3.2

Interviews

Interviews can be used as a technique for qualitative study (Williamson, 2002). Two
rounds of semi-structured interviews were carried out in order to obtain general
picture of current work process in the verification team, to figure out stakeholders of
the team and to identify challenges inside and outside of the team.

First Round

Before each interview, the questions were sent to the interviewee for preparation. After
interviews, the summaries from the interviews were sent back to interviewees for
confirmation. These communication were through emails. The example interview
questions are attached in Appendices I.
The first round of interviews are aimed to collect general information, identify
stakeholders of the verification team and understand brief challenges. Swedish lab
manager was interviewed face-to-face (F2F) in English. It was about general condition
of the product, company, work content of the verification team and its role in NPD
process in VSM Group AB. A team leader candidate in Chinese lab was interviewed
through telephone in Chinese. It was mainly about work content of Chinese lab, team
members and cooperation with Swedish lab. The last person who was interviewed in
the first round was project coordinator in R&D China in Chinese. He is a connection
person between Chinese and Swedish lab and one of the stakeholders of the verification
team. The organization structure which the verification team works within is specified
in chapter 4.1.
These three interviewees offered a general picture of the whole NPD process in the
company, when and how the verification team is involved in the process and how the
work is divided between Swedish and Chinese lab. In the end of the first round of
interviews, the current work process, work content, construction of team, and work
context was understood. General challenges during daily work in both labs were
grasped from these interviews. Stakeholders of the verification team were identified.
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The second round of interviews were aimed to get deeper understanding of challenges
which found out from the first round. Combined with literature review, different
perspectives on challenges of a global verification team was used as a guideline to
design the questions.
All team members in Chinese lab, Swedish lab manager, R&D manager in China, and
a stakeholder from quality department in China participated the second round of
interviews. The R&D manager in China leads Chinese lab and other development
functions in China. The stakeholder from quality department in China is the key person
who arranges the test equipment for Chinese lab. The interviews were designed to get
a complete picture of the challenges and to verify the causes behind.
The interview with Swedish lab manager was a F2F interview in English. The
interviews with Chinese team members, R&D manager and the stakeholder from
quality were F2F in Chinese and English. Since Chinese lab is an international team,
the interviews with Chinese team members were in Chinese, with R&D manager and
team leader were mainly in English. The interviews’ questions were sent to the
interviewees ahead of time. The summaries about the interviews were sent back for
confirmation to interviewees individually.
These interviews were concerning the challenges from inside and outside of the team.
The interview questions can be referred to Appendices I. These 2 rounds of interviews’
structure is summarized as Table 1.

Table 1 Interview structure
Interviewee

Round
1

Round
2

Methods

Language

Swedish lab manager

√

√

F2F

English

√

F2F

English

Telephone

Chinese

F2F

Chinese

Telephone

Chinese

Chinese lab team leader
Chinese lab team leader candidate

√

Chinese lab team members

√

Project coordinator of engineering team in China

√

R&D manager in China

√

F2F

English

A stakeholder of quality department in China

√

F2F

Chinese
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All interview questions for each interviewee are prepared into word files before each
interview. Both telephone and F2F interviews were recorded by taking notes. After
interviews, the notes were summarized into word files. The interviews files were
separated by interview date and interviewees. They were sent back to each interviewee
to get confirmations. The feedback from interviewees were updated into the interview
content. When summarizing the interview contents, the coding was used to categorize.
The content interviews were coded to categorize into for example general condition,
work content etc.

3.3.3

Observation

Observation is a technique can be combined with other techniques and strengthen the
findings (Williamson, 2002). Observation was used in this study to understand
cooperation way between Chinese and Swedish lab and their daily work condition. It
compensates the data gap which was not collected through interviews.
During the study period, it was observed the close cooperation and connection between
Swedish lab and the rest of R&D team in Sweden. Their close connection can be found
by frequent daily communication in workshop and attendance of Swedish lab manager
in development meetings. It were noticed by observation at the Swedish lab and daily
discussion about the test tasks in hand with Swedish lab team members.
In Chinese lab, the workshop is in the factory area. It was found that colleagues from
factory access to Chinese lab when communication needed. Team members in Chinese
lab very often walk to other departments which located near the factory area in order
to arrange test equipment, arrange manpower from factory ect. It is also noticed that
Chinese team leader use phone call to communicate with other colleagues. He arranges
test tasks by printed document in English to team members.
The data from observation were summarized from the daily diaries. The important
findings from observation each day were recorded in the diaries. The content were
coded into categories, such as the way of working, communication methods etc. In the
end the conclusion from the diaries were made into word file.
Through interviews, the collected data is what the interviewees were able to address
and be aware of. While observation in both Chinese and Swedish lab added the
information which was not asked or the interviewees didn’t express through
interviews. For example, about close cooperation between Swedish lab and other
departments of R&D in Sweden was addressed from interviews, it was about when and
how the verification team is involved within NPD process. While observation offered
input about how often discussions taken place. That means observation strengthen the
understanding of cooperation style in Sweden thus get conclusion of close cooperation
between Swedish lab and other departments in Sweden. Therefore the observation
technique is a useful method to get better understanding in this study.
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3.4 Data analysis and development of proposal
After interviews, the results were sorted into word files. From the content of each
interview, the similar opinions or comments from each interviewee were marked out.
Then summary of the opinions and comments were categorized. For example, from the
first round interviews of Swedish lab manager, Project coordinator and Chinese team
leader candidate, they all presented the fact of how the evaluation test tasks arranged
by Swedish lab in each NPD project. The cooperation condition between Swedish lab
and Chinese lab was concluded from their answers in the interviews. After conclusion
from the interviews and literature reviews, challenges within the verification team were
identified and causes behind the challenges were analyzed. It is important that a
literature review should include evaluative and critical judgement and that it should
present a comparison of ideas and research findings, trying them together
(Williamson, 2002). The conclusion of analysis were used to set up a set of proposals
in the end. The proposal includes improved work process, report templates, master
sheet, shared drive, training program and performance systems.

3.4.1

Feedback on proposal

The proposals were sent to Swedish lab to collect the feedbacks and for improvement.
Work process, training program and performance systems proposal were sent to all
team members in Swedish lab to collect comments and feedback. Report templates and
master sheet were sent to team members to test and fill in with sample information for
testing. About the document system, a virtual shared drive was set up. The document
structure was set up according to the proposal. The work process was simulated
according to the proposal, in the process, the document archived in the virtual shared
drive, reports were filled in with sample case, and master sheet was filled in to record
sample task status. The simulation was done together with 2 colleagues outside of the
team. After this simulation, the comments and feedbacks were collected and the
proposals were improved accordingly. The simulation has been run for 2 rounds to
collect feedback and improve the proposals.

3.5 Validity and Reliability
This study was designed as the case study. The research involved literature reviews,
then identification of research area and research questions, combining literature
reviews and interviews to identify the challenges in the case team, to data analysis and
finally to propose the solutions. By following the procedures are not enough to prove
the validity and the reliability of this study results and findings (Roberts, Priest &
Traynor, 2006). Reliability and validity is to prove the research process and findings
are trustful and repeatable in the same settings (Roberts, Priest & Traynor, 2006).
Triangulation is one method can improve the reliability and validity in a research
(Roberts et al, 2006; Goafshani, 2003). There are three ways to reach triangulation: to
use combinations of research methods; to use combinations of research resources/
data source; to use combination of theories (Williamson, 2002; Roberts et al, 2006;
Goafshani, 2003).
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3.5.1

Validity

Internal Validity

Validity in qualitative research is defined as how well the research methods
investigating the phenomenon (Roberts, Priest & Traynor, 2006). In this study,
synonyms were used for same concepts during literature review. Different data bases
were used to search the same concept (chapter 3.2.1). By using synonyms and different
data bases, it increases the data base size and theories resource. It reaches one of the
methods in triangulation. When practicing interviews, the semi-structured interviews
were designed which gave the chance for interviewees to add more information than
expectation. Furthermore, two rounds of interviews give the deep insights of problems
in the research areas and causes identification. The interviewees were picked from
management level, team leader to team members and stakeholders. They offered
different levels’ perspectives and gave a complete picture of studying phenomenon.
Observation in this study was taken place both in China and Sweden. Most observation
was in Swedish lab and a shorter observation in Chinese lab. Discussion with team
members, taking notes, making dairies and taking photos recorded what found during
observation. In the end, the proposals were stimulated and feedback were collected for
modification.

Triangulation

Three ways to reach triangulation are: resources triangulation, theories triangulation
and research methods triangulation (Williamson, 2002; Roberts et al, 2006;
Goafshani, 2003). That means the data resources, theories study and research method
should be rich and not be limited by one resource and method. In this study, using
different synonyms as literature research key words in variant research database is part
of theories triangulation. Learning from more than one theoretical areas, such as NPD,
project management, integration in global project, helps to narrow down the study
direction and to get thorough analysis and valid solutions. From resource perspective,
the data collected not only from Swedish lab but also from Chinese lab. Different
opinions on the same topics were collected from team members, team leader and
manager internally and externally (from stakeholders of the team). In this way, the
resource triangulation is realized. Furthermore, interviews, observation, literature
reviews and simulation in this study richened the research methods. In a word,
triangulation was designed and practiced in this study which leads to the validity of
this study.

Generalization

Generalization, regarded as external validity too, “is an act of reasoning that involves
drawing broad conclusions from particular instances” (Polit & Beck, 2010, p1451). It is
to measure how the study results can be generalized to wider range other than the
studied case. In this study, detailed collected data is describe as much as possible in
order to offer a clear picture of the context. For example, the clear description about
the context of the case team, the participants in the study and the study process of each
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step. It is a way to elaborate the characteristics of this specific case which can be
generalized to similar situations. In addition, the thorough analysis of the data in this
report is helpful to reach generalization (Polit & Beck, 2010). The deep understanding
of the collected data and learning from literature offer complete perspectives of the
challenges the case team facing. Inspired by the theories, the solutions are proposed
which is regarded to overcome the identified challenges. It is possible to get analytical
generalization by linking theories with analysis (Yin, 2013). In this study, the
comprehensive description and thorough analysis of the collected data and linkage of
theories offer the possibility to generalize the conclusion. It offers an example for the
companies in similar context and situation to implement theories in real life.

3.5.2

Reliability

Reliability in qualitative research is defined as how trustworthy it is for this study
(Goafshani, 2003). In this study data collection was from interviews and observation.
Interview questions sent in advance, note taken during the interviews, confirmation of
each interview summaries are helpful to reach reliability. Observation as a part of the
daily work in the study, was recorded by dairies. The findings from observation was
recorded by words, pictures and confirmed by discussions. Moreover, the proposed
solutions were sent to the case team to get feedback to reduce the bias from data
analysis and conclusion. 2 rounds of simulation and feedbacks confirms and improve
the proposals. It increases the reliability of this study results.

3.6 Summary
The need of deep insight study from real-life context leads to choose the case study as
research strategy. The verification team in VSM Group AB fits the context
requirements of high demand on NPD, organizing NPD in projects and working in the
international environment. That led to the decision of single-case study. Combing with
literature reviews, 2 rounds of semi-structured interviews were carried out with the
verification team in VSM Group AB. Observation was implemented in the study for
compensating the gap of data collection from interviews. Finally, feedback on
proposals from the case team were collected through 2 rounds of simulations. By
controlling practicing integrated research techniques (literature review, interviews and
observation), the research questions were answered which proves to reach the internal
validity. By comprehensive description and thorough analysis linking theories to offer
possibility to reach generalization in the study. The research process is controlled and
feedback on solutions help to reach reliability of this study.
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Findings and analysis

Through interviews and observation, the challenges in this global verification
team at VSM Group AB are found out. In this chapter, they are summarized
and descripted. By thorough analysis, the proposed solutions are presented in
the end.

4.1 Findings
4.1.1

Role of the verification team in NPD process

The sewing machines developed in VSM Group AB are in the top segment in the market
being known as smart machines. Their product evolvement follows the digital
technology development pace in the world. Therefore, NPD in VSM is driven by the
customers’ requirements and new technology evolvement, such as data input by USB,
touch screen manual and automatic needle thread etc. The NPD process in VSM is
similar to the generic model introduced in chapter 2.1.2. The NPD process in VSM can
be illustrated into figure 3. The NPD process starts from a new concept or an idea of a
new function, to systematic design. During systematic design, the prototype are
produced to visualize the concept and improve the design in this stage. After systematic
design process, it is the detail design. There are 2 to 4 prototypes to produce in these 2
processes depending on different conditions in the NPD projects. Then tooling design
follows up. It is a process normally paralyzing with detail design. The tooling is the
fixture for manufacturing sewing machines in production. When the tooling design
finished, the fixtures are tested in factory. Meanwhile, the samples of new products are
manufactured in new product test process. Passing new product testing process, the
NPD process ends with production approval.

New
Concept

Systematic
Design

Detail
Design

Tooling
Design

Tool Test/
New Product
Test

Production
Approval

Product
verification

Prototype verification

Swedish Lab Team

Swedish and Chinese Lab team

Figure 3 NPD process in VSM Group AB and the role of verification team.
In the NPD process, the verification team is involved in the systematic design process,
detail design process and new product test process. The Swedish lab is involved in the
former 2 processes, which calls prototype verification (figure 3). Swedish lab has close
connection with the rest of development functions in Sweden. In the latter process,
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both Swedish and Chinese lab are involved. They both can do the product verification
work while Chinese lab has easier access to factory than Swedish lab. That means
Chinese lab has fast reaction on the test results if some correction is needed with the
support from the factory. Furthermore, Chinese lab has a bigger workshop which can
take more machines for testing at the same time comparing to the workshop in Sweden.
The verification work offers feedback in design period to improve the solution and
discover problems from long-duration/environmental tests before production
approval process. The long-duration and environmental tests follow fixed processes
and need to be operated on specific equipment. The length of each long-duration or
environmental test is not able to shorten or simplified. The length varies each time
because of the test condition during the process. For example, if an error is found from
a long-duration test, the test should be terminated then solve the problem and restart
the whole test process again. In addition, Chinese lab not only works on verification for
NPD projects together with Swedish lab, but also supports for factory and works on
verification for OEM products. Therefore Chinese lab has 3 different internal
customers to serve. They are Swedish lab, factory in China and OEM suppliers.

4.1.2

Matrix organization

The verification team is in a matrix organization. The Swedish lab is part of R&D team
in Huskvarna, Sweden. Most of their work is for NPD projects. While Chinese lab is in
the factory organization in Shanghai, China. They are not only involved in the NPD
process together with Swedish lab, but also support production when there is a
problem, and do the verification tests for the products from OEM suppliers. Regarding
the verification test tasks during NPD projects, they are all from the direction of
Swedish lab manager. That means Swedish lab manager decides when and what to test
for NPD projects and dispatches the tasks to Chinese and Swedish lab. Swedish lab
manager is responsible for verification tests organizing in both Swedish and Chinese
lab. Swedish lab and Chinese lab are regarded as two sub teams for the verification role
in NPD projects. They play the same role in NPD projects as a team, meanwhile work
at two separate organizations. Therefore this global verification team works in a matrix
organization. The organizational structure of the verification team can be referred to
figure 4.

R&D Team in
China
Factory

Swedish Lab

Chinese Lab

Chinese
Engineering Team

Mechanical
Design
Electrical Design

Quality

Figure 4 Matrix organizational structure of the verification team
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4.1.3

Current work process

This global verification team works with prototype and product verification during
each NPD project. Each verification task for prototype verification in a NPD project is
triggered by the design team in Sweden and is sent to Swedish lab. Most of the time,
prototype verification tasks are done at the workshop in Swedish lab. Otherwise,
Chinese lab shares small part of prototype verification tasks. When NPD projects move
to product test phase, Swedish lab manager dispatches the verification tasks in both
Swedish and Chinese lab. During the process of dispatching verification tasks in
Swedish and Chinese lab, information is delivered mostly by email. The test reports are
sent back by email in informal templates. Task requirements are sent by Swedish lab
manager to Project Coordinator in Chinese engineering team and Chinese lab team
leader who arranges tasks for team members. When a test is finished, Chinese team
leader issues the test reports and get approval from R&D manager in China then send
the report back to Swedish lab. Finally depending on the test results and test type,
Swedish lab decides if it is needed to do further verification tests or not. The general
work process within the verification team is visualized as figure 5 as below. Currently,
the verification test arrangement for Chinese lab is in an improvise manner. For
example, the test requirement is sent by email to Project Coordinator then schedule
the test according to the manpower and equipment condition at the moment. There is
no formal document or system can be referred to schedule and arrange the tests in a
formal way.

Sub verification team in Sweden
Prototype
Verification
Verification
Report

Verification Order
Generation

Feedback and
Judgement

Product
Verification
Sub verification team in China

Figure 5 Current work process

4.1.4

Communication between two sub global verification teams

The communication language between Chinese and Swedish lab is English. There is no
one in the team who is a native English speaker. In Swedish lab, all members are able
to speak and write in English, while in Chinese lab, the English levels of speaking,
reading and writing are limited. It takes longer time to get the information understood
from the other team than they communicate in their mother tongues. It is difficult for
Swedish and Chinese to understand the full information through simple conversation.
It sometimes takes extra time to explain and rephrase the information. In order to get
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the information easier to catch, the pictures illustration is frequently used in emails
and task assignment documents. There is some examples about communication
between Swedish and Chinese lab were discussed during interviews. It is found that
the expression of agreement and positive feedback from Chinese lab is not as it sounds.
It is frequently found that task requirements were misunderstood. Even though, there
are few questions about test requirements from Chinese lab until redo of test or
schedule delay. These examples were addressed by Swedish lab manager and
confirmed by other team members in Swedish lab. Furthermore, Chinese lab is an
international group. It is difficult to exchange information among the group. According
to the interview with one of the team members in Chinese lab, she gets task
assignments through printed document with illustration and instructions in English
from the Chinese team leader. There is seldom communication between her and the
team leader during work and in private life. Project coordinator plays a role to
coordinate verification tasks between Sweden and China. He has a better English
language skills comparing to other Chinese team members and follows NPD projects.
He is regarded as an integrator in this global verification team while he doesn’t work
in the team.
In addition, the communication methods between Swedish and Chinese lab are email,
phone call, video conference and physical visit. That shows from media point of view,
they have several choices for deliver information and data. According to the interviews,
the emails are the mostly used during the cooperation. The information exchanged by
emails can leave time to read and study on. It is also a way to track back communication
history when necessary. If there is further information needed to clarify or there is a
need for an instant feedback, phone call is used. It offers the required information at
the moment while it is limited by six to seven hours of time lapse between China and
Sweden. Therefore it is 2nd frequent used communication method. Video conference is
used when a meeting is organized between Sweden and China. The meeting requires
several attendants at the same time to share information and opinions or decision
making. Physical visit is used when F2F communication or decision making together
with colleagues in the other country is highly needed. It is used when Swedish team
offers technical supports in Chinese lab or training courses for Chinese lab team
members in Sweden. Since it is a high cost communication method, physical visit is the
least used method. Therefore the communication opportunities and channels are
available in the global verification team.

4.1.5

Competence

Swedish lab team members are able to complete most test requirements
independently. They have been working on tests of sewing machines at VSM for three
to twenty more years. Therefore they have deeper insight and understanding about
sewing machines than team members in Chinese lab. They are able to analyze the
problems and to make judgements based on the test results. On the other hand, among
Chinese lab team members, there is no one being able to independently complete a test
requirement and to make judgements. The team leader in Chinese lab had more than
thirty years’ sewing machine production management experience of another sewing
company. He learns to do verification tests from this job for nearly 1 year. A team
member in Chinese lab who is only assigned for specific verification test can only
operate one kind of verification test. She is regarded as an operator for about 1.5 years.
The team leader candidate in Chinese lab is a new team member who worked with
chemistry regulation of components for couple of years in the company. Therefore
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Chinese lab needs instruction from Swedish lab when verification tests are assigned to
them. Most of the time, the instructions are expected to be in very detail to get correct
test procedure and results. Moreover, they have frequent clarification between these
two sub verification teams about some basic technical expression or theories which was
regarded as common terms in the field. These clarifications sometimes are regarded as
unnecessary even cause frustration in the end. Therefore, Swedish lab is regarded as
an expert team in verification of sewing machines at VSM while Chinese lab is a
beginner team. This knowledge gap has been kept for years since Swedish and Chinese
lab started to integrate. There is few improvement from the competence since the
integration.

4.2 Analysis
According to the findings from the investigation, it is clear that this global verification
team plays an important role within NPD projects. It is to do transition from
development to production during NPD projects. It is regarded as an important role to
reduce the production cost afterwards and shorten the NPD project time (Ulrich &
Eppinger, 2012; Nihtilä, 1999). The verification team tests prototypes during
systematic design, detail design phases and new product test phase before transition
to production. It is a process to translate the technical information into the data for
production language and to test if the design is able to be produced. The verification
tests are arranged in NPD process to overcome the challenges of transition from design
to production. It is challenging to express technical information by designer then
translate to production information (Vandevelde & Van Dierdonck, 2003). Especially,
the production locates in China and development team in Sweden which cause even
more challenges within this context. They are not only physically separated in different
countries, but also are in a matrix organization which increase the complexity.
Although the current communication media is facilitated for this global verification
team, within current work process, they are still suffering the integration challenges
from language barriers, culture difference, task planning and formalization. Their work
quality and effectiveness were highly influenced due to these integration challenges.
According to Baxter & Szwejczewski (2014), integration mechanisms such as
procedures can be used to overcome the challenges. In real life, VSM use verification
of prototypes and new product tests in each NPD project to overcome the challenges
therefore reduce the development time and production cost in mass production phase.

4.2.1

Integration challenge: language barriers

In a global team, language barrier is a challenge for exchange information and
cooperation. Language here not only means language itself, but also the level of
understanding caused by different context and expertise (McDough et al, 2001). Lack
of common language effects on the effectiveness of NPD projects (Baxter &
Szwejczewski, 2014). According to the findings, English, as the work language in the
global verification team, is not the mother tongue for anyone in the team and their
uneven English skills among the team members cause the language barriers. It
hampers the information exchanges between Chinese and Swedish lab and within
Chinese lab. Apparently, the language barrier causes the misunderstanding about the
test tasks and the unexpected results. Meanwhile, the expertise level of sewing
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machines between Chinese and Swedish lab are different. The expertise knowledge
level between Swedish and Chinese lab can be simplify as expert and beginner. From
this perspective, the expertise language also a form of language barrier which challenge
the integration of these two sub verification teams. The uneven expertise level causes
the expertise language used during communication cannot be fully understood.
Additionally, as illustrated in figure 4, the Chinese and Swedish lab are in a matrix
organization. In reality, Swedish and Chinese lab are in different organizations
although in the same group company. The different languages caused by different
organizations and functions make the language barriers beyond language skill itself
(McDough et al, 2001). As Stephan W. C & Stephan G. W, (2002) claimed that the
extended communication are needed when it coming from language barriers. Thus, the
language barriers in this global verification team highly effect on their work
effectiveness during integration.

4.2.2

Integration challenge: culture difference

If the language barrier prolongs the information exchange and cooperation process,
the culture difference also makes the integration tough. Among the national culture,
value is regarded as core (Wlazlak, 2016). Power distance is an element related to the
different value of cultures. In high power distance culture, the rank and status in a
group influence communication widely (Wlazlak, 2016). Face concept is related to
power distance in culture perspective. In Asian culture, it is shameful to be not
knowledgeable for the job. It is treated as “loose face” which relates to a bad fame or
figure (Hall & Reed, 1990). To keep a good face is important within Asian countries
(Wlazlak, 2016). Image is valuable in Asian culture while Swedish culture has less
influence from face for example when clarifying a meaning. That means keeping
images is not as valuable in Swedish culture as it is in China. It is not treated as
unknowledgeable to make the meaning clear or shows misunderstanding of certain
issues (Hall & Reed, 1990). According to the findings from communication between
Swedish and Chinese lab, the positive feedback which doesn’t reflect the real meaning
of Chinese lab team member is possible related to the face concept. It can be regarded
as loose face when showing incapability to understand the task and finish the task in a
correct way. Furthermore, China is one of the high-context countries which means
information analysis expects to combine with the background and environment
(Wlazlak, 2016). Sweden is one of the low-context countries where people needs
implicit information during communication (Hall & Reed, 1990). Imbalanced context
information between Chinese and Swedish lab creates imbalance expectation of
information exchange from each other (Wlazlak, 2016). It takes extra time to figure
out the real understanding level of certain issues during communication. Sometimes it
cannot be found until waste or damages taken place in the end. The frustration arises
between different cultures among the verification team which decreases the motivation
of communication and cooperation. From the culture perspective, it is about align the
understanding level of Swedish and Chinese lab. It is challenging for Swedish lab to
find out the real meaning behind the feedback and deliver more information if needed
and helpful for task completion. On the other hand, it is a challenge for Chinese lab to
adjust the information release habit when communicating with Swedish lab to get
abundant information. In addition, as explained in the previous section in this chapter,
the matrix organization brings organizational culture difference in this global
verification team (Wlazlak, 2016). In Sweden, the R&D organization at VSM is in a flat
structure. That means different functions play equally important roles for NPD
projects. Colleagues from other functions and verification team members in Sweden
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can exchange information and cooperation directly. On the other hand, in China, the
organization is in a hierarchy structure. That means some decisions or information
exchange follow top down direction. The different work styles due to organizational
culture difference makes the integration challenging. The global verification team
should adjust for organizations during NPD projects. Generally, the national culture
and organizational culture difference challenge the integration effectiveness in this
global verification team.

4.2.3
Integration challenges: task planning, formalization and standardization on
work performance
From previous analysis of integration challenges, it is easy to discover that, these
challenges are from the lack of alignment in language and culture during the
integration between these two sub verification teams. These challenges can be
overcome through the integration mechanisms such as standardization and
formalization, common procedures and planning (Wlazlak, 2016; Gant, 1996). The
standardization and formalization lead to the proposals on improvement of work
process, report templates, and shared drive, which are elaborated in chapter 4.3. While
concerning planning for the verification team manager, the challenges on task
planning and formalization and standardization on work performance in the global
verification team are found during integration.
Task planning

The role of the verification team in the NPD projects is to verify design and products
(figure 3). As the introduction in chapter 4.1, Swedish design team sends prototype
verification requirements to Swedish lab who leads and dispatches the verification
tests during NPD projects. The technical development pace in a NPD project is out of
the control of this global verification team. That makes the verification tasks
unpredictable. Furthermore, Swedish lab and Chinese lab work in matrix organization
(Chapter 4.2) which belongs to two organizations in the same group company. When
making task planning, it is challenging to consider the influence from different context
two sub verification teams are at. Moreover, there are numbers of internal and external
customers as the requirement resources for this team. It is surely increase the planning
difficulty. Therefore, multi-requirement resources, uncertain development condition
and different context the global verification team challenge the task planning during
NPD projects.
During the prototype verification period, the number of verification tests for one NPD
project depends on each test result. The result reflects the problem of design itself, the
bias of interpretation of customer demand or production technical information (Ulrich
& Eppinger, 2012; Tzokas, Hultink & Hart, 2004, Vandevelde & Van Dierdonck, 2003).
It is difficult for the verification team to plan the prototypes verification test ahead of
time and predict how many tests needed within one project. It relies on the
development quality and speed during each NPD project. Furthermore, during product
verification period, it is challenging to plan the tasks for Chinese lab. The requirements
from multi-resources make the resources availability (including manpower and test
equipment) in Chinese lab unpredictable. It is difficult to ensure the product test
arranged for Chinese lab can be completed on time and correctly. It was observed that
the test tasks are arranged in an improvise manner in Chinese lab. A simple judgement
is made according to the task emergency level and available resources at the moment.
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For example, there was a problem occurred at the factory which caused the production
line stop, therefore the test requirement from production was treated as emergency
and interrupted the test tasks in hands in Chinese lab. During the problem solving
process, the test tasks required from the NPD project were postponed. It shows that
the resource arrangement for the verification tasks is not in a structured process.
Additionally, although Swedish lab and Chinese lab are sharing the verification tasks
within each NPD project, they are in a matrix organization. That means the verification
team work in two different institutional environment. Sørensen (2002) claims that
strong organization culture can get efficient control and cooperation in the team. In
another word, it is challenging to cooperate and control when integrating teams from
different organizational cultures. It was found that the way of working on Swedish side
is walk to talk, while on Chinese side is that tests tasks are arranged in hierarchy. It can
be regarded as two different organizational cultures in these sub verification teams.
This makes it complex to get information from both sides efficiently. The complexity
from institutional factor in VSM makes the task planning challenging. In a word, the
technology evolvement during NPD projects, multi-resources of requirement and
matrix organization makes the task planning challenging in the global verification
team.
Formalization and standardization on work performance

Language barrier is a prominent integration challenge which influences the
communication effectiveness in this global verification team. During the past years,
this barrier has not been overcome essentially. In addition, big expertise knowledge
gap within the verification team is regarded as part of language barrier and culture
difference. The combination of language barriers, culture difference and knowledge
gaps have hindering the work performance improvement in the team. It is challenging
for the verification team manager to standardize work performance on language and
expertise knowledge thus form up a team culture which can positively effect on
performance control (Sørensen, 2002; Wlazlak, 2016). The formalization and
standardization on work performance should be set up for both sub verification teams.
However, the physical distance between these two sub teams which reduce the will of
cooperation (Tomlin & Hauptman, 2008), makes formalization and standardization
more challenging. The global verification team leader should overcome the physical
distance and build up the proper intimacy in this team (Tomlin & Hauptman, 2008;
Wlazlak, 2016) therefore build up team culture and motivate team members to reach
standardized performance requirements.

4.3 Suggestions on integration mechanisms
Based on findings of chapter 4.1 and the analysis of chapter 4.2, the integration
challenges in this global verification team are identified. The suggestions on
integration mechanisms are presented as following.
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4.3.1

Improved work process

In order to overcome the challenges of imbalance in the verification team,
formalization and standardization can be used as integration mechanism to improve
the information exchange and cooperation (Nihtilä, 1999). By setting up work process
is similar to the concept of building up NPD process. The NPD activities arranged in
sequence was used as a quality control technique (Tzokas et al, 2004). Since the work
quality and effectiveness is low in current work process, it is necessary to improve this
work process in this verification team. Inspired by NPD process models introduced in
Chapter 2.1.2, both Standard NPD process model and ISO 15288 consider all
stakeholders related to the NPD process and take technical process and management
process into account when designing a NPD process (Figure 2). This improved work
process divides verification tasks of NPD projects (similar to technical process in NPD
process model) into steps and includes management control into this work process.
There is an output or a judgement should deliver in each step otherwise the work
process cannot move to the next step. This concept is inspired by “stage-gate system”
which by passing gate to control NPD process (Tzokas et al, 2004). It is also similar to
the “gate assessment” of Supportive process in Standard NPD process model (Figure
2).
As illustrated in figure 5, the work process starts from order generation. Order and
feedback report (report templates and master sheet are elaborated in latter chapter) is
the output of this step. In this report, all requirements for each test task should be
elaborated. Second step is to judge the test requirement resources and test type. This
judgement step offers chance to information exchange about test requirement and
execution. Next step moves to feedback/ schedule step or execution step depending on
the test requirement sources. If the test requirement is from NPD project team, then
work process should move to step 3 otherwise to step 4. Step 3 is to schedule the test
task and to update the master sheet which offers an overview of each test task in the
verification team. The output of this step is to send feedback through Order and
Feedback report and updated master sheet. The master sheet includes all needed
information about a test task throughout the test life cycle, eg test order person, test
execution person, test status etc. Step 4 is the task fulfillment step. Step 5 is to judge if
there is a problem found during the test, which can effect on the test fulfillment. These
problems are either necessary to archive or need supports of solutions within the team.
If there are problems found, the work process moves to step 6 otherwise to step 7. Step
6 is to solve the problems. The output of this step is Problem and Solution report and
updated master sheet. Next step is step 7 which is to finish the test. The output of this
step is test report and updated master sheet. Step 8 is to archive all the related reports
and to update master sheet on a shared drive (it will be elaborated in latter chapter)
for future analysis and retrieve.
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Figure 6 Improved Work Process

By following the work process, each verification test going through nearly the same
steps. It highly standardized the work process and make the integration between two
sub teams in a common flow. In this improved work process, the unclear information
and feedback is minimized which helps to reduce the language barrier, culture
difference and task planning. Since the work process is similar to the “stage-gate
system”, the problems found during the process can be easily tracked back and taken
action. Therefore, by implementing the work process, the work efficiency and quality
of the verification test tasks are expected to be improved. Gradually, the global
verification team forms up a team culture and increase the performance control in the
end. In short, the improved work process is expected to encounter the integration
challenges of language barriers, culture difference, task planning and formalization
and standardization on performance.

4.3.2

Report templates

The report templates are designed to uniform and standardize the information
exchange methods within the work process. In this way, language barriers and culture
difference can be overcome and helpful for form up a team culture. Standardization
and formalization is regarded as integration mechanism which can overcome the
challenges from integration in global verification team and a method to form team
culture (Wlazlak, 2016).
As explained in Chapter 4.3.1 (figure 6), the outputs of step 1, 3, 6 and 7 are standard
reports. In step 1 “Order and Feedback” report triggers each test task, which describes
the requirement and purpose clearly and in details. It is made by the test order person.
In step 3, the feedback should be sent by the test execution person in the same report
to confirm the schedule and understanding of requirement or require for support on
test fulfillment. In step 6, the report should be filled in when there is a problem which
is necessary to record or need supports within the team. If this report is used for
support requirement, then it should be generated from the support requirement side
and feedback from the support side. All columns in each report templates are in both
English and Chinese. English should be the formal language to fill in each report. In
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step 7, the final test reports should be generated by the test execution person.
Depending on the test type, test report template should be picked accordingly.
Through standardized and formalized report templates, the communication about
each verification test is on the same base between two sub verification teams. Both test
order person and test execution person can discuss about the tests based on the same
reference. Furthermore, the common languages used in each column describes
important information about the tests. Using English to standardize the expertise term
and using Chinese to help Chinese team members to understand better. Apparently, it
helps to reduce the language barrier from language skills and expertise language.
Moreover, the templates include all necessary information needed for clarifying test
requirements and feedback on understanding and support information. This offers the
chance for both test order and execution persons to deliver clear information and give
instant feedback when filling the reports. It is helpful to overcome culture difference
and big expertise knowledge gaps therefore improve the work performance. By using
the report templates, the extra communication and clarification or unexpected
mistakes are expected to be reduced. Lastly, these templates are also helpful for make
task planning. Expected test finish time and confirmation about finish time are both
included in the templates. Together with master sheet, it helps to realize task planning
in the verification team. In a word, the report templates, as one of the integration
mechanisms, are expected to overcome the integration challenges on language
barriers, culture difference, task planning and formalization and standardization on
work performance in different level.

4.3.3

Master Sheet

Master sheet is an Excel file for recording all related key information about each task.
These key information includes the responsible persons of the tasks, start date, end
date, all related report numbers, test status. Visualization design of the sheet helps the
verification team leader to schedule the tests and look back the history. This master
sheet is proposed to provide overview of test work for the whole team. It is inspired by
the integration mechanism: special reports, which can help to reduce the uncertainty
(Wlazlak, 2016). It is proposed to store in the shared drive which can be accessed by
Swedish and Chinese lab. By updating master sheet, task planning can be done
according to the same information of master sheet. It is also a method for the
verification team leader to get reference for performance measurement for each team
member. Figure 7 shows the master sheet and overview of example cases.

Figure 7 Master sheet
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By using this master sheet, the formalization and standardization on work
performance is expected to be strengthened. The responsible and involved team
members for each test work can be checked by master sheet easily. Feedback on test
requirements and completion condition can help to measure work performance of each
team member. Since the information of one test task is linked to each output of the
work process, it can help to implement work process efficiently. Therefore the master
sheet is a support on forming the team culture then smoothen the integration between
two sub verification teams. Furthermore, the visualization function in the master sheet
is helpful for understand the work load of each team leader, and smartly make task
plan. In short, the master sheet can be used as one integration mechanism to overcome
the challenges from formalization and standardization on work performance and task
planning.

4.3.4

Shared drive

The standardization documentation structure improves the information exchange
therefore improve the cooperation. Using common communication platform is
regarded as integration mechanism to improve cooperation (Oscar & Karim, 1999).
A shared drive is proposed to archive common documents between Chinese lab and
Swedish lab. All team members and stakeholders should have the access to reach the
document in this drive. The shared drive consists of “master sheet”, reports, and
training documents. The structure can be referred to figure 8.
Order and
Feedback
Report
Report

Problem and
Solution
Report
Test Report

Shared Drive
Instruction and
Training

Standard
Instruction
Training

Master Sheet

Figure 8 Proposed share drive structure

The shared drive used as another integration mechanism is expected to share
information in a common and reachable platform. It can overcome the communication
barriers caused by physical separation between the two teams and time lapse. It offers
one more options of communication media in this global verification team. In addition,
shared drive is a support for implementation work process by archiving master sheet,
reports and training documents. Therefore it is a support for implementation special
reports, planning and formalization and standardization on work performance.
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4.3.5

Work performance system

Based on the analysis, a work performance system is suggested to build up. It is to set
up work targets, measure work performance and motivate each team members to
improve. It is expected that team members can be motivated to improve expertise
knowledge and language skills therefore to reach formalization and standardization on
work performance. It requires the verification team leader to standardize the
performance expectations. The performance system should include the motivation
policies based on the performance of each team member. On the other hand, the work
performance system is recommended to address the tolerance level of mistakes and
errors. Within the system, the performance measurement is proposed to design for
each team member and updated regularly. It is regarded as an integration mechanism
aligned with formalization and standardization (Wlazlak, 2016).
By building up work performance system, the formalization and standardization on
work performance can be reached which is expected to form team culture and finally
control team performance. The work performance system can be regarded as a support
of work process implementation and as a reference for training program. To include
work process requirements into work performance system is expected to improve work
efficiency in the global verification team. By measuring work performance, team leader
can decide which level of the training program can be suitable for team members.
Furthermore, the work performance system can motivate team members to initiatively
work on culture difference, language barriers and expertise knowledge gaps.

4.3.6

Training program

Training program is suggested as an integration mechanism which is regarded as
another form of standardization and formalization to overcome integration challenges
Wlazlak, 2016). Training program can be used to reduce the language barrier. English
language skill is recommended to improve by training. It can be offered by the company
also can require as individual qualification which means the team members should
improve language skills by themselves. It will help for reduce the language barriers in
the verification team. Furthermore, the expertise knowledge need to be improved by
the training. Since it is challenging to formalize and standardize on work performance
system. 3 levels of training is proposed for this verification team. 1st level targets for
the new employees. It should include general knowledge about the products and
testing procedures and basic technical logic of the procedures. After the 1st level of
training, the team member should be able to independently carry out the test tasks and
have general concepts of the products produced in the company. 2nd level targets for
the team members have some experience in testing. They should have deeper
understanding of the products and have some problem analysis abilities comparing
with 1st level trainees. In this level, theories about the machines both in mechanical and
electrical should be introduced. After training, the trainees should have the ability to
analysis the problems during the tests and better understanding of the machines. Then
the 3rd level is the top level which is prepared for the team members who have years of
testing experience. In order to develop into a better ability, this level of training should
offer a systematically view of the machines produced by the company. After training,
the trainees should have the ability to solve problems during the tests independently
and have the ability to offer suggestions for designers to improve the design. The
training proposal is summarized in table 2.
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Table 2 Training program
Training Proposal
Program

Language

Technical
Knowledge

Trainee

Employee who has problem
of English communication

Level 1

New employee

Training Content

Expected Result

Training
Location

Daily
conversation;
technical reading

Can
communicate
in
English related to tests with
read, write, oral skills.

Internal or
external

Test Procedures;

Individually carry out all
test tasks; basic
understanding of the
products

Local

General knowledge of
the products
Level 2

Employee with
some test
experience

Deeper theories about
the products; Problem
analysis methods

Analysis ability of the
problems during tests;
Deeper understanding of
the machines

Local or
abroad

Level 3

Employee with
years test
experience

Systematic views on
the machines
produced in company

Solve problems
independently; Be able to
suggest

Local or
abroad

Training document is part of the training proposal. It is found that there is no available
instruction document for team members to refer to when needed. It is impossible for
the team members to do self-education. Some instructions are in English or Chinese
and the sources of the content is not addressed in the document. That means these
instructions are not formal documents within the company and the reliability is not
sure. Standard training document are proposed. Especially in level one. The
documents should be shared in the shared drive which can used for self-education.
This is also a consideration of cost saving for training. As for the rest 2 levels of training
document should be designed depending on the trainees and each training purpose.
Since the verification team has not issue the training and related documents before, it
is up to the case company to decide to issue the standard document or improvise
documents in practice. Because the required knowledge mostly relies on Swedish side,
the training program is expected to be offered by them. That means both training
course and the standard documents should be in English. The training location is also
considered in the proposal. It is a concern of cost and long-term practice.
Training program is a direct integration mechanism for this global verification team to
overcome the integration challenge: language barriers and culture difference therefore
formalize and standardize the work performance in the whole team.

4.4 Summary
Through investigation, the NPD development process in VSM Group AB is identified
(Figure 3). The role of the verification team in NPD development process is clarified
(Figure 3). The current work process of verification team is introduced (Figure 4). The
verification team actively work during the systematic/ detailed design processes and
new product test process. Chinese and Swedish lab work in a matrix structure (Figure
4). In this organization, Chinese and Swedish lab serves for different internal and
external customers. Chinese lab serves for NPD process generated by R&D in Sweden,
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production line in China and OEM suppliers all over the world. Swedish lab closely
work within NPD process generated by R&D in Sweden. The current work process in
the verification team is identified (Figure 5). The findings of the competence of the
verification and communication media are presented.
By understanding context the global team works at and current integration status, the
challenges the global verification team faces are identified. They are integration
challenges on culture difference and language barriers, task planning and
formalization and standardization on work performance. Based on the analysis of these
challenges, suggestions on integration mechanisms are presented. They are improved
work process (Figure 6), work performance system, training program (table 2), shared
drive (Figure 8), master sheet (Figure 7) and report templates. The suggestions
overcome the integration challenges found in the global verification team individually
or together. It can be summarized as Table 3.
By implemented the improved work process, the language barrier, culture difference
are minimized. Task planning are well structured in the work process. Therefore, it
helps to form up a team culture of the global verification team then improve the work
performance in the end. Secondly, the report templates are used as standardization
mechanism. They are standard templates in both Chinese and English which can
minimize language barriers. The confirmation and feedback columns in the templates
are helpful for minimize the culture difference and for task planning. Thirdly, the
master sheet, as an overview of each test task, helps to manage task planning for the
global verification team. It helps the verification team manager to enhance the team
culture therefore overcome the challenges of formalization and standardization of
performance. Fourthly, shared drive is an integration mechanism offers the common
platform for this global verification team. It is regarded as a supportive method to
realize task planning and formalization and standardization on work performance.
Next is work performance system which is a method to formalize and standardize the
work performance. The suggested performance system supports training program to
reduce the culture difference and language barriers. Lastly, the training program is a
direct method to overcome the language skills and expertise knowledge os team
members. They are helpful for overcome the integration challenges of formalization
and standardization on work performance, language barriers and culture difference.

Suggestions on Integration
Mechanisms

Table 3 Suggestion on integration mechanisms overcome integration challenges.

Task
Planning
Work
Performance
System
Training
Program
Shared Drive
Master Sheet
Report
Templates
Work Process

Integration challenges
Formalization
and
Langua
standardization
on
work
ge
performance

√
√

Culture

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√
√

√
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Discussion and conclusions

After analysis of the findings, the problems of global verification team are
summarized. In this chapter, the methods used for this study are discussed.
Furthermore the suggestions on integration mechanisms based on the
identified challenges are presented. Finally the conclusion of this study is
explained.

5.1 Discussion of result
The purpose of this study is to identify and analyze integration challenges experienced
by verification team involved in global NPD and to suggest how those challenges can
be managed:
Q1: What are the integration challenges with the current work process encountered by
the global verification team?
Q2: How can the integration challenges be met in the improved work process?
Through case study by using interview, observation and data analysis, the integration
challenges of the global verification team are identified. The exploration of the
problems are guided by the theories in the field from NPD process and process models
to project management success factor to integration in global verification team. The
problems found in the verification team at VSM Group AB are categorized according
to the theories from the literature reviews. The integration challenges in the
verification team identified are language barriers, culture difference, task planning and
formalization and standardization on work performance. With the support from the
literatures of NPD process/ process models and integration mechanisms, the
suggestions on integration mechanism for the global verification team at VSM Group
AB are proposed. These integration mechanisms are the improved work process
together with report templates, master sheet, shared drive, work performance system
and training program are proposed. After simulation and feedback of the proposals,
the improved work process can meet the challenges found in the verification team.
Therefore the two research questions are answered which leads the purpose of this
study fulfilled.

5.2 Discussion of method
Case study was picked as the research strategy. It is an ideal strategy to implement the
theories into real life. The case company matches the demanding of the research
purpose. VSM Group AB has high demand of NPD and runs each innovation in
projects. The verification team locates both in Sweden and China which matches the
global context requirement in this study.
The Interviews used during the case study are the main data collection throughout the
whole case study. The 2 rounds of interviews gave a clear pictures of the work condition
and content in the verification team. The context the case team works at are clarified.
Stakeholders of the team were identified. Current work process and challenges
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suffering along the work process were summarized. Interviews results offers data base
for analysis. Observation in both Sweden and Chinese lab is good compensation of the
data collected from interviews. It gives a complete picture of cooperation and work
style in Sweden and China in NPD projects. It also verifies some of the data collected
from interviews.
Interviews were recorded by note-taking and confirmed by interviewees. Observation
was recorded by daily dairies. They were used to record valuable findings during the
day. The collected data were coded into different categories and summarized in word
files for analysis and problem identifications. The combination of data collection
techniques and the process of carrying out the investigation were well reached the
internal validity and reliability.
The case study is a valid strategy in this study. It draws a picture of the real working
condition of a global verification team in a NPD project. This method matches the
needs on deep insight of integration challenges study. On the other hand, the team and
the company for this case are specific example. The generalization is limited from this
study. Furthermore, the observation time were most in Swedish lab while relative short
observation time in Chinese lab. That can limit the findings by observation from
Chinese lab.

5.3 Conclusions
Based on this study it can be concluded that there exists a number of integration
challenges in the global verification team at VSM Group AB:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Language barriers
Culture difference
Task planning
Formalization and standardization on work performance.

The identified integration challenges reflect challenges outlined in earlier research (e.g.
Wlazlak, 2016; Salomon et al, 2010).
Furthermore, it can be concluded that different integration mechanisms can be used
to deal with those challenges.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Improved work process
Report templates,
Master sheet
Shared drive
Work performance system
Training program

They are inspired by the NPD process models and integration mechanisms introduced
in the literature. The feedbacks and simulation in the verification team at VSM Group
AB verifies the suggestions on integration mechanisms can encountered the
integration challenges. It proves the implementation of theories can solve the
integration challenges in real life context. These suggestions on integration
mechanisms can be used as the reference for the global verification team leader to
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implement the theories in similar context. However, there is a need for future study to
explore the implementation possibilities within other global verification teams in other
different context, for example, the global team locating in Europe and America etc. And
there will be valuable to explore the implementation of integration mechanisms in
other industries other than manufacturing, such as IT product and food industry etc.
Another possible further study can be exploration in bigger amount of case teams to
verify how well these integration mechanisms can be implemented.
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Appendices

Appendix 1
Interview Questions
First Round (example)
Interviewee: Chinese lab team leader candidate
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

How many persons working in the same team?
What are the responsibilities for your team?
Who are the team leader? Who is the boss?
How the report line looks like?
How do you divide the work area?
What do you work with?
What about the work content for others?
How do you work with your task 1,2….? What are the processes?
How do others work with their task 1, 2…? What are the processes?
Who do you need to work with? When do you need to contact with them?
How about your colleagues in your team?
How much the person(s) you work with influence your decisions?
Do your team members have the same situation as yours?
What documents do you do during your work? What are the purposes for these
doc?
15. Are some of the documents used as report? What are they?
16. Where do you save them?
17. What documents do you get from others?
18. How do you get them?
19. Where do you save them?
20. How do you get the history information when needed?
21. Do you have the templates of each report?
22. Are there any English and Chinese explanations in the templates?
23. How are the tasks assigned?
24. How do you report your general working conditions?
25. Who do you report to? By which way?
26. How others report their general working conditions?
27. Who do they report to? By which way?
28. How do you plan for the work? Or how is the work schedule done?
29. Who decide the future work plan or schedule for you and your team members?
30. What are the steps needed time mostly during the whole process?
31. Why do they take so long time?
32. Are the schedule for the projects normally kept well? Proof.
33. If there are some delays, why do they occurred?
34. In your opinion, what kind of suggestions you think can help to reduce the
delays?
35. Are your work difficult? Do you think you need more skills to make your work
better? Give examples
36. How about the opinions from your team members?
37. In your opinion, what are the most problematic issues during your work?
38. How about the opinions from your team members?

39. Who are the persons you work with during all your daily work? Internal and
external
40. How do they effect on your work?
41. How often do you need to work with each of them?
42. How are the situations for your team members?
Second Round (example)
Interviewee: Chinese lab team leader
1. What is your role in the company?
2. What are your responsibilities? What are your responsibilities for Shanghai Lab
Team?
3. For how long time have you been the leader for Shanghai Lab team?
4. Would you please introduce your education background and working
experience?
5. How much do you work with Shanghai Lab Team compared to other tasks?
6. What is the current workload of your team? (such as how many tests have been
done in certain month ect)
7. Do you need to report the workload of your team? If yes, how do you report the
workload of your team? To whom do you need to report about it?
8. Do the team members need to report their current workload to you? If yes, how
do they report their current workload?
9. How do you want the team to be within this year? Do you have targets for your
team members? What are they?
10. How many tests need to be done during the next 3 months? What are they?
How do you plan for them?
11. How much time does an operator need for each test? How is operator`s skills
judged? What are the judgement criteria?
12. Is the working performance measured for each team member? If yes how do
you measure it? What measurement criteria are you using?
13. Are there any training plans for the team? Is there any development or
improvement plan for the team?
14. What competence/ knowledge have the team today? Do you think that your
team has needed knowledge to perform the work?
15. Are there individual goals for each member in the team?
16. Are there any policies within the team about encouragement of increasing the
knowledge or better performance and better feedback?
17. Is the company offering any training that can be chosen for the team to develop
and increase their knowledge?
18. Do you think there is a way to increase the efficiency in the team or do you think
your team needs hiring more people to finish current work? Why?

